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Effects of external electric field on the interfacial properties
of weakly dipolar fluid
V. B. Warshavsky, T. V. Bykov, and X. C. Zeng
Department of Chemistry, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588
~Received 14 July 2000; accepted 6 October 2000!
In the framework of modified mean-field density-functional theory, effects of a uniform electric field
on the interfacial properties of a model dipolar fluid @Teixeira and Telo da Gama, J. Phys.: Condens.
Matter 3, 111 ~1991!# are studied. Both density and orientational order-parameter profiles of the
planar vapor-liquid interface are obtained as a function of the field strength. For the dipolar fluids
with reduced dipole moment m0*<1, we find that the field ~under the condition m0*E*/T*!1! can
shift the surface tension by few percent. We also find that the electric field actually reduces the
thermodynamical surface tension but enhances the mechanical surface tension at the equimolar
dividing surface. To detect these field effects on the surface tension we estimate the field strength
which can be as high as 108 V/m. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329345#
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the effects of an applied electric field on
the interfacial properties of polar fluids is fundamentally im-
portant not only in its own right but also in the study of
vapor–liquid nucleation in the presence of an electric field.
Examples include ion-induced nucleation1–10 and nucleation
in a uniform electric field.11–16 The classical theory of nucle-
ation predicts that the barrier height to nucleation is propor-
tional to the cube of the surface tension in the absence of
electric field.13 Consequently, if the applied field can cause a
small shift in the surface tension it may lead to an appre-
ciable change in the rate of nucleation according to the clas-
sical theory. This is because the rate depends exponentially
on the barrier height.
Interfacial behavior of a model dipolar fluid ~similar to
the Stockmayer fluid! in the absence of the external field has
been thoroughly studied by Teixeira and Telo da Gama17,18
using the modified mean-field ~MMF! density-functional
theory. In that theory, an expansion of the grand canonical
potential in powers of the anisotropic ~multipolar! part of the
intermolecular pair potential was used. Teixeira and Telo da
Gama showed that larger molecular dipole moments gener-
ally yield a higher surface tension. They also showed that an
interfacial ordering can be induced solely by the multipolar
forces. Using the MMF density-functional theory Talanquer
and Oxtoby19 studied the vapor–liquid nucleation of the
Stockmayer fluid. To investigate the interfacial properties of
strongly dipolar fluids, Frodl and Dietrich20,21 developed a
more sophisticated density-functional approach without us-
ing the expansion of the grand canonical potential. They
showed that when the reduced dipole moment is less than 1
~weakly dipolar!, the MMF theory17 gives reasonably good
results compared to their theory ~e.g., the discrepancy in the
critical temperature is less than 10%!. The interfacial struc-
tures of a dipolar fluid was also studied by Forstmann and
co-workers22,23 using a weighted density-functional theory
and integral equation theory.
When a dipolar fluid is in the presence of an external
electric field, both of its bulk and interfacial properties will
differ from those in the absence of the field. In earlier theo-
retical studies24–27 macroscopic theories based on thermody-
namics were developed and the thermodynamic equations for
the nonuniform system in the external electric field were ob-
tained. Both the normal electric field25,26 and an arbitrarily
oriented electric field24,27 to the interface were considered.
Several works based on molecular approaches have re-
cently been published. Using the weighted density-functional
theory Patra and Ghosh28 and Das et al.29 studied structural
properties of dipolar liquids near charged solid surfaces
which generate a nonuniform external electric field. Com-
puter simulations were also employed by many researchers
to investigate the effects of external field on various proper-
ties of dipolar fluids, e.g., the saturation of dielectric
constant,30 electrostriction,31 and coexistence phase
behavior.32–34 Kiyohara et al.34 examined the influence of
the dielectric constant of surrounding media on the vapor–
liquid phase coexistence of Stockmayer fluid in an external
electric field. Woodward and Nordholm35 devised a density-
functional approach to study the phase behavior of dipolar
hard-sphere fluid in an electric field. They used the so-called
independent pair approximation free-energy functional in
which orientational correlations between dipoles were ac-
counted for via the constrained reference state averaged
Mayer function. With this free-energy functional they ex-
plored how the shape of the system affects the phase coex-
istence in the electric field. Groh and Dietrich36 studied the
effects of external magnetic fields on the isotropic and or-
dered magnetic phase coexistence in an ellipsoidal shaped
system.
Thus far, most theoretical or computational studies have
only concerned with the bulk properties and phase coexist-
ence of dipolar fluids in external fields. The properties of
vapor–liquid interfaces of dipolar fluids in applied electric
fields remain unexplored from either molecular-based theory
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or computer simulation. The present work is an effort toward
this direction. The paper is organized as a follows. In Sec. II
the extension of the MMF density-functional theory for the
weakly dipolar fluid in a uniform electric field is developed.
In Sec. III the influence of the electric field on the bulk
properties and phase coexistence is presented. Results of
density and orientational order-parameter profiles as well as
the surface tension in the electric field are presented in Sec.
IV. A discussion is given in Sec. V.
II. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY OF DIPOLAR
FLUID
We consider a single-component dipolar fluid in the
framework of density-functional theory. Let r(r,v) denote
the number density of molecules at position r5(x ,y ,z) and
orientation v5(u ,f) with respect to the space fixed coordi-
nate. The number density can be written as
r~r,v!5r~r! f ~r,v!, ~1!
where r(r) is the total number density of molecules without
specifying the orientation and f (r,v) is the orientational dis-
tribution function. The intermolecular interaction of the fluid
is characterized by a pairwise intermolecular potential
f(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2), where r1 and r2 denote positions of the
two molecules and v1 and v2 are the orientations of molecu-
lar dipoles. For weakly dipolar fluids, we employed the per-
turbation approach to divide the intermolecular potential into
two parts: a strong repulsive interaction f ref(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2)
and a relatively small perturbative attraction
fp(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2) 5 f(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2) 2 f ref(r1 ,r2 ,v1 ,v2).
The former is treated as a reference system. Here, the refer-
ence and perturbative potentials of the model dipolar fluid
are chosen in the same fashion as in Ref. 17, i.e.,
f ref~r !5H 1‘ r<d0 r.d ~2!
and
fp~r ,v1 ,v2!5H 0 r<d24eLJ~d/r !61fdd~r ,v1 ,v2! r.d .
~3!
In Eq. ~2! d is a hard-sphere diameter and r is the intermo-
lecular distance; in Eq. ~3! eLJ is the energy parameter of the
Lennard-Jones potential and fdd is the interaction between
two dipoles,
fdd52
3~m1r!~m2r!2~m1m2!r2
r5
, ~4!
where m1 and m2 are the molecular dipole moments ~with the
same magnitude m0!. The dipole–dipole interaction can be
conveniently written as a sum of spherical harmonics37
fdd52
m0
2
r3
4pS 8p15 D
1/2
(
m1 ,m2 ,m3
C~112;m1 ,m2 ,m3!
3Y 1m1~v!Y 1m2~v8!Y 2m3* ~v9!, ~5!
where Y lm are spherical harmonics and C(112;m1 ,m2 ,m3)
are Clebsch–Gordan coefficients in the Rose convention;38
v9 sets the orientation of the intermolecular axis with respect
to the space fixed coordinate system.
In practice, a certain approximation for the pair distribu-
tion function is needed to compute the free-energy func-
tional. One simple approximation is the so-called random-
phase approximation. As shown in many previous
works,17–20 the random-phase approximation cannot provide
a realistic description for the dipolar system. Teixeira and
Telo da Gama17 proposed a MMF approximation which is
based on a low-density expression for the radial distribution
function. With the MMF approximation, the grand canonical
potential energy of the system in an external field Vext(r,v)
can be expressed as
V@r~r,v!#5E drf refr~r!
2E drdvr~r! f ~r,v!~m2Vext~r,v!!
1
kBT
2 E drdr8dvdv8r~r!r~r8!
3 f ~r,v! f ~r8,v8!e2bfref~r,r8!
3~12exp@2bfp~r,r8,v ,v8!# !, ~6!
where m is chemical potential, T the temperature, kB is the
Boltzman constant, and b51/kBT . In Eq. ~6!, the Helmholtz
free-energy density of the reference system has the form
f ref~r~r!!5 f h~r~r!!1kBTr~r!
3E dv f ~r,v!ln@4p f ~r,v!# , ~7!
where the first term on the right-hand side is the free-energy
density of the hard-sphere system, which is normally given
in the Carnahan–Starling form,39 and the second term is due
to the loss of the entropy caused by the orientational order of
molecular dipoles. For isotropic molecular fluids, f (r,v)
51/4p , and the second term becomes zero.
We consider the planar vapor–liquid interface in the
x – y plane with the external electric field along the z axes.
For the planar interface it is natural to choose the shape of
the system as a slab. Thus, the density profile r(z) depends
only on the spatial variable z and the orientation distribution
function f (z ,v) no longer depends on the axial angle f ~in
the x – y plane!. Moreover, f (z ,v) can be expressed as
f ~z ,v!5exp~a~z ,v!!Y E dv exp~a~z ,v!!, ~8!
where a(z ,v) is in terms of Legendre polynomials
a~z ,v!5a1~z !P1~cos u!1a2~z !P2~cos u!. ~9!
For weakly dipolar systems, for example, when the reduced
dipole moment is less than 1, we follow Refs. 17 and 20 and
consider only two terms in the expansion of a(z ,v) with
respect to Legendre polynomials. The two terms are needed
at least because a1 is zero in the absence of the external
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field17–19,21 and in that case a2 will provide the leading con-
tribution to the angular dependence of the density distribu-
tion function.
Using Eq. ~5! and keeping only two terms in the expan-
sion of the exponential function in Eq. ~6! over the perturba-
tive potential bfp , we can obtain the following expression
for the grand canonical potential per unit of area:
V@r~z !,h1~z !,h2~z !#/A
5E
2‘
‘
dz H f h~r~z !!1kBTr~z !
3E dv f ~z ,v!ln@4p f ~z ,v!#J
2E
2‘
‘
dzmr~z !2E
2‘
‘
dzm0Er~z !h1~z !
1
1
2 E2‘
‘ E
2‘
‘
dzdz8feff~z ,z8!r~z !r~z8!, ~10!
where A is the area of the planar vapor–liquid interface and
E the magnitude of the uniform external electric field. In
Eq. ~10!,
feff~z ,z8!5f0~ z¯ !1h2~z !h2~z8!f1~ z¯ !1~h2~z !
1h2~z8!!f2~ z¯ !1h1~z !h1~z8!f3~ z¯ !, ~11!
where z¯5z2z8 and the exact expressions for the functions
f0(z), f1(z), f2(z), and f3(z) are given in Refs. 17 and
18. Note that in Refs. 17 and 18 different notations are used,
where V is 2f1 ,f2 is 2f2 , and f1 is 2f3 @f0(z) is the
same#. The orientation order parameters h1(z) and h2(z) are
basically the coefficients in the expansion of orientation dis-
tribution function f (z ,v) with respect to the Legendre
polynomials
h1~z !5E dvP1~cos u! f ~z ,v!,
~12!
h2~z !5E dvP2~cos u! f ~z ,v!.
Applying the variational principle to the grand canonical
potential @Eq. ~10!# with respect to r(z), h1(z), and h2(z),
i.e.,
d~V/A !
dr~z !
50,
d~V/A !
dh1~z !
50, and
d~V/A !
dh2~z !
50, ~13!
three coupled integral equations,
m
kBT
5
mh~r~z !!
kBT
1E dv f ~z ,v!ln@4p f ~z ,v!#
2
m0E
kBT
h1~z !1
1
kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8feff~ z¯ !r~z8!, ~14!
a1~z !5
m0E
kBT
2
1
kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8r~z8!h1~z8!f3~ z¯ !, ~15!
and
a2~z !52
1
kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8r~z8!~h2~z8!f1~ z¯ !1f2~ z¯ !!
~16!
are yielded. This set of integral equations is analogous to that
obtained by Teixeira and Telo da Gama,17 except the terms
containing the electric field in Eqs. ~14! and ~15!.
We will consider only the case of electric field which
satisfies the condition
ua~z ,f!u!1. ~17!
This condition can be further expressed in terms of h1(z)
and h2(z) by expanding the exponential in Eq. ~8! and re-
taining only the first two nontrivial terms. Then, from Eq.
~12!, we obtain
h1~z !5a1~z !/3 and h2~z !5a2~z !/5. ~18!
Combining Eqs. ~9! and ~17! with ~18!, it is easy to write the
condition ~17! in the form
u3h1~z !P1~cos u!15h2~z !P2~cos u!u<1. ~19!
As a result, the three integral equations ~14!–~16! take the
new form
m
kBT
5
mh~r~z !!
kBT
1
3
2 h1
2~z !1
5
2 h2
2~z !2
m0E
kBT
h1~z !
1
1
kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8feff~ z¯ !r~z8!, ~20!
h1~z !5
m0E
3kBT
2
1
3kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8r~z8!h1~z8!f3~ z¯ !, ~21!
and
h2~z !52
1
5kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8r~z8!~h2~z8!f1~ z¯ !1f2~ z¯ !!.
~22!
III. THE BULK PROPERTIES AND PHASE
COEXISTENCE
In the bulk phase the density r and orientation order
parameters h1 and h2 are uniform constants and independent
of the variable z. In addition, due to the vanishing of the
integral *2‘
‘ dzf2( z¯) in Eq. ~22!,
h250. ~23!
Therefore, Eqs. ~20!–~22! are reduced to two equations,
m
kBT
5
mh~r!
kBT
1
3
2 h1
22
m0E
kBT
h12Cr1
8
3kBT
pm0
2h1
2r ,
~24!
where
C5~16eLJd3/3kBT !p~11 23~eLJ /kBT !
1 112~m0
4/kBTd6eLJ!!,
and
h15
m0E
3kBT
Y S 11 8pm029kBT r D . ~25!
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With account of Eqs. ~23!–~25! and ~10! the grand ca-
nonical potential per unit of volume becomes
V
V 52ph~r!1
1
2 Cr
22
4
3kBT
pm0
2h1
2r2, ~26!
where ph5rmh2 f h is the hard-sphere pressure. Here, the
expressions for m @Eq. ~24!# and V @Eq. ~26!# contain some
additional terms involving h1 because of the presence of the
uniform electric field. A similar expression for V was also
derived by Woodward and Nordholm35 for the dipolar hard-
sphere fluid, where the first two terms of C are absent be-
cause eLJ50. Retaining only the terms in the order of h1
2
their expression for V is the same as Eq. ~26!.
The vapor–liquid phase coexistence under the applied
electric field can be determined from solving the phase-
equilibrium equations
m~r l!5m~rv!5m ,
and
V~r l!
V 5
V~rv!
V , ~27!
where r l and rv are the coexisting liquid and vapor density.
Hereafter the thermodynamic variables will be given in
the reduced units, h5(p/6)rd3, T*5kBT/eLJ , E*
5E(d3/eLJ)1/2, and m0*5m0 /(d3eLJ)1/2. In this study, the
reduced dipole moment m0* is chosen to be 1.
In Fig. 1, the density–temperature phase diagrams for
different values of the electric field are shown. Reference 17
has reported that increasing the dipole moment of molecules
will lead to a higher critical temperature Tc* , i.e., an up-shift
of the phase-coexistence curve. Concomitantly, the coexist-
ing vapor density becomes smaller whereas the coexisting
liquid density becomes larger at fixed reduced temperature.
In contrast, applying a uniform electric field gives the oppo-
site trend as shown in Fig. 1. The stronger the applied field,
the lower the critical temperature is ~see Table I!. The same
phase-coexistence behavior in the electric field was found for
the slab-shaped system as well as for the spherical shaped
system with surrounding dielectric constant e851 by Wood-
ward and Nordholm.35 Kiyohara et al. confirmed the latter
case using the Gibbs-ensemble Monte Carlo simulation
method.34 The opposite behavior of Tc , that is, Tc increases
with the applied field, was also found in the needle-shaped
system36 and the spherical shaped system when e8 is equal to
the dielectric constant of the system34 or e85‘ .32–34 In sum-
mary, the phase-coexistence behavior of the dipolar system
is sensitive to the shape of the system and to the dielectric
constant of the surrounding media in the presence of an ex-
ternal electric field.
In Fig. 2, we plot the phase-coexistence curves of the
orientation order parameter h1 . In the absence of the electric
field, h150. With increasing of the field, h1 increases too.
We found h1 is more sensitive to the strength of the electric
field, compared to r. In contrast to the behavior of r, larger
values of h1 correspond to the coexisting vapor phase
whereas smaller values h1 correspond to the liquid phase.
Physically, h1 represents the average cosine of the angle
between the direction of the electric field and direction of the
dipole moments. The reason that h1 is larger in the vapor is
because relatively more molecules in the vapor tend to orient
along the direction of the electric field.
Since Eqs. ~20!–~22! are obtained under condition ~19!,
we need to verify whether the obtained solutions are consis-
tent with this condition. In the bulk phase h250, thus, we
only need to examine h1 in the vapor phase. Because h1l
,h1v , if condition ~19! is satisfied in the vapor phase it
should also work for the liquid phase. Using the fact that in
the vapor phase the second term in the denominator in Eq.
~25! is negligible, Eq. ~19! becomes
m0E/kBT!1. ~28!
This condition is found to be satisfied for all values of the
electric field and temperature considered in this work.
FIG. 1. Vapor–liquid coexistence curves for different values of electric field
E*. ~a! The vapor branch and ~b! the liquid branch.
TABLE I. Critical temperature Tc* , density hc , order parameter h1c , and
the dielectric constant ec as a function of the field E*.
E* Tc* hc h1c ec
0.0 2.0590 0.1304 0.0000 1.6098
0.4 2.0580 0.1305 0.0484 1.6106
0.7 2.0558 0.1306 0.0848 1.6121
1.0 2.0525 0.1309 0.1212 1.6145
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We also determined the dielectric constants of coexisting
vapor and liquid phases. The dielectric constant e of a bulk
phase is defined via the equation
e5114p
P
EM
, ~29!
where EM is the so-called Maxwell field and P is the polar-
ization,
P5m0h1r . ~30!
The Maxwell field depends on the shape of the system.35
Specifically, for the slab-shaped system the Maxwell field is
given by35,40
EM5E24pP . ~31!
Combining Eq. ~29! with Eq. ~31! yields
e5
1
12
4pP
E
. ~32!
Furthermore, substituting Eqs. ~25! and ~30! in Eq. ~32! we
arrive at the well-known Clausius–Mosotti formula
e21
e12 5
4p
9
m0
2
kBT
r , ~33!
a result from the mean-field approximation for the slab-
shaped system. In Ref. 41 the same formula for dielectric
permittivity is also obtained by use of the mean-field ap-
proximation but for a spherical shaped system.
The dielectric constants of the coexisting vapor and liq-
uid phase are depicted in Fig. 3. One can see that for the
given temperatures, there is no ‘‘Clausius–Mosotti catastro-
phe,’’ i.e., e remains finite. At a fixed temperature the dielec-
tric constant decreases in the liquid phase but increases in the
vapor phase with increasing strength of the electric field. The
dependence of the dielectric constant of the coexisting
phases on the electric field can be explained as follows. In an
open system the dielectric constant is a function of the
chemical potential and temperature, i.e., e5e(m ,T). When T
is fixed, only m can be altered by changing the electric field
and so does e.
IV. INTERFACIAL PROPERTIES
The planar vapor–liquid interfacial density and orienta-
tion order-parameter profiles can be obtained by solving the
integral equations ~20!–~22! numerically using an iteration
method. Here we used a step function as an initial input for
r(z) and h1(z). The step function has the bulk liquid value
at z52‘ and vapor value at z51‘ . The initial guess for
h2(z) is just zero. Note that due to the linear nature of Eqs.
~21! and ~22! there exists a limiting condition on the conver-
gence of the iteration. The Fredholm theorem for the linear
integral equations42 states that convergence of iteration is
possible only if the norm of the kernel of the integral opera-
tor is less than 1. For Eq. ~21!, the Fredholm theorem re-
quires the existence of a constant C such that
1
3kBT
E
2‘
‘
dz8ur~z8!f3~ z¯ !u,C,1 ~34!
for all values of z. This limiting condition could be broken in
the liquid region where density is high. A simple estimation
FIG. 2. The orientation order parameter h1 at phase coexistence for differ-
ent values of electric field E*. At fixed E* the branch with the larger values
of h1 corresponds to the vapor phase and the branch with the smaller values
of h1 corresponds to the liquid phase.
FIG. 3. The dielectric constant e at phase coexistence for different values of
electric field E*. ~a! The vapor branch and ~b! the liquid branch.
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of the integral in Eq. ~34! can be made with replacing r(z)
by the bulk value r l so that Eq. ~34! is simplified to
8p
9
m0
2
kBT
r l,C,1. ~35!
Equation ~35! gives the upper bound to r l for given tempera-
ture and dipole moment.
Another limiting condition is Eq. ~19!. We note that for
the magnitude of electric field considered here the inequality
max
z
h1~z !5h1v@umaxz h2~z !u ~36!
always holds. Substitution of Eq. ~36! into condition ~19!
yields Eq. ~28! for all the dipole moments and temperatures
considered here.
Figure 4~a! shows the reduced density profiles h(z) at
various reduced temperatures and fixed electric field E*
51. Results for orientation order parameters h1(z) and
h2(z) are presented in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!. Figures 5~a! and
5~b! show the orientation order parameters h1 and h2 pro-
files, respectively, at different values of the electric field and
temperature T*51.8. The obtained h1 with h2 satisfy the
inequality ~36!. As mentioned above, h1(z) is more sensitive
to the electric field and it increases at any z with increasing
electric field. The physical interpretation of the behavior of
h2(z) at the interfacial region has been given in several
papers.17,22 On the liquid side, h2(z),0 because the mo-
lecular dipoles prefer to lie in parallel with the interface
while on the vapor side, h2(z).0 because the dipoles prefer
to be normal to the interface. In the electric field the obtained
positive values of h1(z) show that the dipolar direction
along the field is more favorable.
At the vapor–liquid interface, the dielectric constant be-
comes a function of z. However, since the induction of the
Maxwell field, DM , is equal to E anywhere in the interface
Eq. ~31! is still valid even though EM depends on z there.
The dielectric constant profile e(z) can still be calculated
using Eq. ~32! in which the local polarization profile
P~z !5m0h1~z !r~z !. ~37!
In Fig. 6 we plot e(z) for different temperatures.
We also examined the influence of the external electric
field on the surface tension. Note that when the planar
vapor–liquid interface is in the presence of an electric field
the definition of the surface tension is no longer unique. One
can define both thermodynamical surface tension s and me-
chanical surface tension g at any dividing surfaces. The
former is more widely used because s, defined as the excess
of the grand canonical potential per unit of area
s5~V2Vbulk!/A , ~38!
is independent of the choice of the dividing surface. Figure
7~a! shows the dependence of s on the temperature for dif-
ferent values of the electric field. It is known17,20 that s in-
creases with increasing value of the dipole moment at fixed
temperature. From Fig. 7~a! one can see that the field effect
is opposite, i.e., s decreases with increasing strength of the
electric field.
The mechanical surface tension g can be defined based
on the thermodynamical surface tension s. Starting with the
grand canonical potential in the form24
V52AE
2‘
1‘
pT~z !dz2AE
2‘
1‘
P~z !Edz , ~39!
where pT is the tangential component of the pressure tensor
in the external electric field, Eq. ~38! can be rewritten as
FIG. 4. ~a! h(z), ~b! h1(z), and ~c! h2(z) in the interfacial region for
different values of temperature T*. The electric field E*51.
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s5g2P¯ E , ~40!
where g is the mechanical surface tension
g52E
2‘
Z
~pT~z !2pT
l !dz2E
Z
1‘
~pT~z !2pT
v !dz , ~41!
and P¯ is the excess polarization
P¯ 5E
2‘
Z
~P~z !2Pl!dz1E
Z
1‘
~P~z !2Pv!dz , ~42!
and Z is the position of the dividing surface. Because of the
inequality
Pv<P~z !<Pl, ~43!
the first integral in Eq. ~42! is less than zero while the second
integral is greater than zero for any Z. As a result, one can
choose a dividing surface such that P¯ 50. As such, the ther-
modynamic and mechanical surface tensions become identi-
cal (s5g).
In Fig. 7~b! we show the results of g at the equimolar
dividing surface Ze . The latter is defined from the equation
E
2‘
Ze
~r~z !2r l!dz1E
Ze
1‘
~r~z !2rv!dz50, ~44!
at which the excess polarization is positive. In contrast to the
behavior of s in the field, g tends to increase with increasing
electric field. We note that this result can only be used for the
slab-shaped system. Generally, the behavior of the surface
tension should depend on the shape of the system in the
electric field.
As aforementioned, the thermodynamical surface tension
s has a theoretical advantage in that s is independent of the
choice of the dividing surface. In practice, however, only the
mechanical surface tension ~g! can be measured directly ei-
ther from experiments43 or from computer simulations.44 In
the absence of an external electric field, the measured surface
tension g is essentially the same as the thermodynamic sur-
face tension s, which is independent of the location of the
dividing surface. In the presence of the field, the measured
surface tension g will in principle depend on the location of
the dividing surface. However, as shown in Fig. 7~b!, the
effects of the field on g is generally small ~a few percent
change in g! when m0E/kBT!1. Therefore, high-resolution
surface-tension measurements are needed to detect this
change in g. Thus far, we are not aware of any experimental
measurements of the field dependence of surface tension.
How strong an electric field E can be used without vio-
lating the condition m0E/kBT!1? We used the Stockmayer
model ~which is very similar to the model used in this work!
of methanol as an example to estimate the upper limit of E.
The Stockmayer parameters of methanol have been derived
by van Leeuwen:45 e/kB5359.0 K, s53.803 Å, and m0*
51.036. Thus, from the condition m0E/kBT!1 ~or
m0*E*/T*!1! we find E should be much less than 4.5
3108 V/m provided T*51. From this estimation we suspect
that a relatively strong field, e.g., E;108 V/m, may be
needed to detect the shift in g. A higher field may cause even
a larger shift in g, however, a quantitative prediction for this
shift is beyond the limitation of the present theory ~which
works only for weakly dipolar systems!. To see the field
effects on the thermodynamic surface tension s, on the other
hand, one should use Eq. ~40!. Thus, one needs to measure
the excess polarization46–49 also. The latter is responsible to
the predicted reduction of s as the field strength increases.
FIG. 6. The dielectric constant profile e(z) in the interfacial region for
different values of temperature. The electric field E*51.
FIG. 5. ~a! h1(z) and ~b! h2(z) in the interfacial region for different values
of electric field E*. The temperature T*51.8.
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To close, we would like to address the question about
the influence of the direction of the electric field on the in-
terfacial properties of the fluid. The linearization of the set of
Eqs. ~14!–~16! in the case of the electric field satisfying con-
dition ~17! results in the fact that Eqs. ~20!–~22! are sym-
metric under reversing the direction of the field. This is be-
cause only h1(z) changes sign, whereas r(z) and h2(z) do
not change upon reversing the field direction. With this lin-
earization the grand canonical potential @Eqs. ~10! and ~26!#
does not depend on the direction of the applied field because
only E2 terms show up in the equations. As a result, the
direction of the field will not affect the surface tension.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the MMF density-functional theory to
the case of weakly dipolar fluids (m0*<1) in the presence of
a uniform electric field. We find that the applied field tends
to increase the equilibrium vapor density but decrease the
liquid density for the slab system. Similar behavior has also
been found in a different slab system35 and in the spherical
system with e851.35,34 The influence of the electric field on
the density, orientation order-parameter and dielectric con-
stant profiles is also examined. We have shown that for the
slab system at fixed temperature, increasing the applied field
tends to reduce the thermodynamical surface tension but en-
hance the mechanical surface tension at the equimolar divid-
ing surface. To detect this opposite trend in the two forms of
surface tension, a relatively strong field, e.g., E;108 V/m,
may be needed. Measurement of excess polarization at dif-
ferent dividing surfaces is also required to determine the
thermodynamic surface tension.
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